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SUMMARY 

 

Cognitive control, the judicious use of relevant information while ignoring distractions, is a 

feature of everyday cognitive experience, but its neurobiology is understudied. We investigated 

whether cognitive control training (CCT) changes hippocampal neural circuit function in mice, 

beyond the changes caused by place learning and memory formation. Mice learned and 

remembered a conditioned place avoidance during CCT that required ignoring irrelevant 

locations of shock. They were compared to controls that learned the same place avoidance 

under lower cognitive control demands. Weeks after CCT, mice learn new tasks in novel 

environments faster than controls; they learned to learn. We investigated entorhinal cortex-to-

dentate gyrus neural circuit changes and report that CCT rapidly changes synaptic circuit 

function, resulting in an excitatory-inhibitory subcircuit change that persists for months. CCT 

increases inhibition that attenuates the dentate response to medial entorhinal cortical input, and 

through disinhibition, potentiates the response to strong inputs, pointing to overall signal-to-

noise enhancement. These neurobiological findings support a neuroplasticity hypothesis that, 

beyond storing item/event associations, CCT persistently optimizes neural circuit information 

processing.     

 

Neurobiological investigations of learning typically focus on the acquisition of memory for 

content-specific information, or even generalization of that information across distinct contexts 

1,2, whereas outside the laboratory, acquiring a particular memory often occurs concurrently with 

learning to learn 1-4. Learning to learn relies on acquiring cognitive skills to make decisions in the 

presence of noisy data 5, forming so-called schema, a cognitive framework for information 

processing that is abstracted from the particular content of memory 6,7 and can be the basis of a 

particular mindset that directs future learning and experience 8. Learning to learn is the basis of 

the cognitive behavioral therapist’s effort to improve subsequent understanding, learning and 
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overall function of their patients 9. While it is commonplace to suppose that the cognitive 

psychology of schema, the psychotherapeutic practice of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), 

and the neurobiology of memory and neural information processing are intimately related, the 

nature of those relations are speculative 9. A commonly-stated neuroplasticity hypothesis 

asserts that cognitive training causes neural plasticity to change brain function 10,11, but beyond 

changes in sensory systems 12,13, there is scant evidence for the three key predictions 

underlying this hypothesis 1) cognitive training-induced 2) long-lasting, and 3) memory-

nonspecific training-induced changes in neural circuit function. 

 

Here, we test these predictions using freely-behaving mice. We exploited an experimental 

platform that demonstrated persistent ex vivo and anesthetized in vivo electrophysiological 

changes in GABAergic-sensitive hippocampus synaptic function after learning an active place 

avoidance task 14. The task requires intact hippocampal activity 15,16, and persistent PKMzeta 

(PKMζ)-mediated long-term potentiation (LTP) of hippocampal synaptic function 17-20. 

 

We begin by demonstrating cognitive control of switching between task relevant and irrelevant 

distracting information in the activity of mouse hippocampus CA1 during the active place 

avoidance task variant in which mice on a rotating (1 rpm) arena learn the (“relevant”), room-

based stationary location of a shock zone, but must not associate shock with (“distractions”), the 

unpredictable arena-based rotating locations where they experience shock 21-23. Hippocampus 

CA1 switches between representing room and arena locations during pretraining when the 

mouse is first exposed to the rotating arena environment without reinforcement (Fig. 1). 

However, during and after training to avoid shock reinforcement, CA1 activity alternates 

between encoding task-relevant room locations near the room-defined shock zone and task-

irrelevant arena locations far from the shock zone (Fig. 1e), demonstrating representational 
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multi-tasking that mirrors ongoing goal-directed performance, the defining feature of cognitive 

control 21,22,24. 

 

We then investigate whether such cognitive control training causes learning to learn by 

comparing performance during initial training (Ti) and subsequent training (Ts) in a novel 

environment (Fig. 2a). Mice were initially trained to perform one of three task variants on a 

rotating arena (Fig. 2S1). The cognitive control training (CCT) group was trained in the “R+A-“ 

task variant, so named because use of room-frame spatial cues is reinforced (R+) while 

unreinforced arena-frame spatial cues should be ignored (A-) 23. Mice in the place learning (PL) 

control group were trained in the “R+” task variant that differs from the R+A- task conditions only 

by the presence of shallow water on the arena surface that attenuates arena-frame olfactory 

cues, sufficient for recognizing places on the arena 23,25. Accordingly, R+ training requires less 

cognitive control to ignore the task-irrelevant arena locations of shock. Shock was never turned 

on for the spatial exploration (SE) group that otherwise experienced the identical physical 

conditions as the CCT mice. After initial training, all mice were subsequently trained in a novel 

environment to do the same R+A- task that requires cognitive control (Fig. 2a). 

 

Subsequent Learning After Initial Training 

 

After characterizing the three groups and their differences during pretraining and initial learning 

(Fig. 2a,b; see Supplemental Information subsection “Pretraining and Initial Learning”), we 

compared them during subsequent training in a novel environment when the conditions were 

identical for all groups. During pretraining, the mice did not express the thigmotaxis or 

avoidance from initial training, demonstrating the mice treat the environment as novel (Fig. 2b). 

During subsequent training, the groups did not differ in how much they walked (Fig. 2S2a); all 

mice learned the new R+A- place avoidance rapidly. When 30-min trials were assessed, the 
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groups could not be distinguished by errors (Fig. 2b), or by the time to first enter the shock zone 

(Fig. 2S2b), although the CCT group tended to make fewer errors on the retention test 1 week 

later (Fig. 2b). 

 

Because learning was rapid and may have been effectively complete within the first 30 min, we 

examined avoidance during the first 10-min of the first subsequent training trial (Ts1). The CCT 

mice entered the shock zone less during subsequent (Ts1) compared to initial training (Ti1; Fig. 

2c). During Ts1, the PL and SE groups performed indistinguishably from the CCT group during 

Ti1 (Fig. 2c), suggesting that unlike the CCT group, their initial experiences did not alter 

subsequent learning. The times at which the mice entered the shock zone during Ts1 revealed 

that CCT mice learned to avoid entering the shock zone better than the other groups (Fig. 2c). 

The CCT mice also learned the subsequent avoidance faster than they learned the initial 

avoidance, as assessed by comparing the times of the first 5 entrances during Ti1 and Ts1 (Fig. 

2d, Fig. 2S3a). Analysis of the number of entrances during the six 5-min epochs of Ti1 and Ts1, 

the initial and subsequent first training sessions, further confirms that CCT mice learn to learn 

(Fig. 2S4). The conclusion that the CCT group learned to learn during initial training is further 

supported by a significant correlation between the strength of place avoidance at the end of 

initial training (trial RET) and the strength of place avoidance at the start of subsequent training 

in the entirely novel environment, which was not observed for the PL group (Fig. 2S5). Indeed, 

the correlations between conditioned avoidance during the initial trials (Ti1-3) and during 

subsequent (Ts1) training increased from Ts1 to Ts3, but not within the PL group (Fig. 2S5c).  

Learning to Learn 

CCT also improved subsequent learning of a left-right (L/R) discrimination task in a novel T-

maze environment (Fig. 2e), the reversal of which is sensitive to hippocampus function 26. Mice 

discriminated equally well during the first session of 10 trials whether they had received initial 
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CCT, PL or SE training at least a week before, but performance of the CCT mice tended to be 

better when the reinforcement was reversed for session 2 and was significantly better when it 

was reversed again in session 3 (Fig. 2f). Unlike the first session, the reversals require mice to 

distinguish between recalling the prior and current safe versus punished arms. These data 

together demonstrate that learning to learn in the CCT group persists for weeks and generalizes 

beyond the place avoidance task, whereas place learning itself in the PL group does not. 

 

CCT persistently changes neural circuit function 

      

We confirmed that the dentate gyrus (DG) is crucial for expressing active place avoidance 

following CCT by targeting bilateral muscimol inactivation to DG (Fig. 3S1). Accordingly, to 

assess whether CCT training modifies entorhinal-hippocampus circuit function, a subset of the 

mice had been implanted with stimulating electrodes in the medial perforant path (MPP) input to 

DG and CA1 along with silicon 32-site linear electrode arrays that spanned the somatodendritic 

axis of dorsal hippocampus (Fig. 3S2,3). We confirmed electrode targeting of the MPP using a 

transgenic mouse that predominantly expresses the inhibitory DREADD hM4Di in layer 2 of the 

medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) under control of the tTA-TetO system to attenuate MPP 

stimulation 27 (Fig 3S3).   

  

We evaluated whether the CCT, PL, and SE experiences change MEC-DG circuit function by 

measuring source-localized DG evoked potential responses to 0-250 μA MPP test stimulation 

before pretraining and before the 1-week memory retention session, (Fig. 3a, 3S4). PL (n=5) 

and SE (n=5) did not cause detectable changes, but CCT (n=7) reduced the source-localized 

field excitatory postsynaptic potential (fEPSP) slope in the molecular layer of the suprapyramidal 

division of DG (supraDG; Fig. 3b). Changes were minimal in the population spike and at the 

infrapyramidal division (infraDG, Fig. 3c). Electrode impedances, the current source density 
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(CSD), and theta power did not change systematically (Fig. 3S5). CSD analysis shows that CCT 

reduces the current sink in the response at the middle molecular layer of supraDG, where the 

MPP terminates (see Fig. 4c) 28. These changes occur 2 hours after the first CCT session and 

plateau after the second trial (Fig. 3S6). These CCT-induced functional changes persisted at 

least 60 days without further training (Fig. S37). 

 

We verified that these CCT-induced changes are not the direct result of the MPP stimulation by 

exploiting naturally occurring, highly-synchronous MPP-originating activations known as type 2 

dentate spikes, or hereby referred to as DSM. We reasoned that CCT should change DSM 

events like we observed from experimental MPP stimulation. As predicted, the slope of the 

MPP-associated current sink components of DSM decreased in supraDG but not in infraDG (Fig. 

3S8). 

      

If the changes in neural circuit function caused by CCT are due to acquiring a content-specific 

place avoidance memory, then learning an additional place avoidance should cause additional 

changes, whereas if the neural circuit changes result from the “process memory” of learning to 

learn 29 then the additional training should not cause incremental neural circuit changes. A 

subset of initial CCT mice received subsequent CCT to acquire a different place avoidance 

memory in the same environment with a different shock location (conflict, n = 5) and/or in a 

novel environment (n = 5). The 4 mice/group that received both types of subsequent training, 

received conflict or novel environment training in counterbalanced order. Although subsequent 

learning was better than initial learning (Fig. 3S9), the subsequent training experiences did not 

cause incremental changes in neural circuit function (Fig. 3d), consistent with a change in 

process rather than content-specific memory. 
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CCT changes inhibitory circuit function 

 

We hypothesized that CCT changes excitation-inhibition coordination at supraDG. The 

conjecture was based on the following: 1) DG interneurons strongly regulate principal cell firing 

30,31. 2) CCT increases the sub-second coupling between action potential discharge of excitatory 

granule cells and inhibitory neurons in DG 21. 3) , and spatial learning increases DG mossy 

fiber-mediated feedforward inhibition 32. Indeed, the dentate gyrus reveal more inhibitory 

neurons in supraDG than infraDG in Gad2Cre-ChR2-eYFP mice that express eYFP in 

GABAergic neurons (Fig. 4S1) as has been reported 33,34. The Gad2Cre-ChR2-eYFP mice were 

used to distinguish two hypotheses for the weakened supraDG response to MPP stimulation 

(Fig. 4a). Under urethane anesthesia that reduces ongoing activity 35,36 (Fig. 4S2), 

channelrhodopsin activation of Gad2-expressing DG cells in the vicinity of the recording site, 

blocked population spike responses in all mice when light stimulation preceded MPP stimulation 

by 5 ms, indicating effectiveness of the inhibition and attenuation of potential feedback 

responses (Fig. 4S3). Importantly, activating this inhibition 5 ms before MPP stimulation (but not 

at the same time; Fig. 4S4), mimicked the CCT-induced attenuation of MPP responses at 

supraDG of task-naïve mice, and a week after the SE or PL experiences. In contrast, the 

inhibition-mediated attenuation was occluded at supraDG of the CCT mice, consistent with the 

hypothesis that CCT potentiates inhibition in supraDG (Fig. 4b). Current Source Density (CSD) 

analysis of the response to paired-pulse stimulation reveals a delayed source at the supraDG 

MPP terminals after the second pulse. This delayed source is especially strong in CCT mice 

(Fig. 4c), suggesting that CCT persistently enhances activity-dependent inhibition at the MPP 

termination. Indeed, compared to task naïve mice, CCT mice, but not SE and PL mice, 

significantly decrease MPP-stimulated interneuron-mediated inhibition at supraDG (Fig. 4c,d), 

but not at infraDG or at the granule cell layer (Fig. 4S5). These findings indicate that CCT alters 
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pathway-specific excitation-dependent inhibition at supraDG not only by generally increasing 

inhibition, but perhaps also by causing disinhibition at the MPP terminals.  

 

To test the possibility that CCT disinhibits MPP inputs, we exploited the strong reduction of 

spontaneous activity in ex vivo hippocampus slices, and used slices from Gad2Cre-ChR2-eYFP 

mice to directly stimulate inhibition in the Gad2-expressing cells within supraDG (Fig. 4e). 

Concurrent light activation of Gad2-expressing cells inhibits the response to MPP stimulation 

(Fig. 4S3), whereas the activation 2 ms before MPP stimulation increases supraDG synaptic 

population responses in slices from CCT mice but not at infraDG, nor in slices from PL or SE 

mice. This demonstrates local disinhibition of MPP inputs to supraDG after CCT (Fig. 4f,g, 4S6). 

We also observed that the fEPSP responses to MPP stimulation in ex vivo slices significantly 

strengthen at supraDG after PL but not after SE or CCT (Fig. 4S7). Together these findings 

indicate that while CCT globally increases inhibition of supraDG in the freely-behaving mouse, 

CCT also disinhibits strong MPP inputs to supraDG. 

 

An entorhinal-hippocampal subcircuit tuned by cognitive control training 

 

We find that CCT (Fig. 1) results in learning to learn that generalizes to other tasks in which the 

explicit information content is novel (Fig. 2), and that CCT causes pathway-specific suppression 

and enhancement of the synaptic response to MPP activation (Figs. 3, 3S7, 4). These particular 

subcircuit changes can mediate an input-controlled excitation-inhibition coordination for 

increasing the signal-to-noise ratio by globally potentiating inhibition while disinhibiting the 

currently strongest inputs. This neural network motif will also stabilize the connection’s input-

output relationship 37,38. Similar disinhibitory plasticity has also been described at the Schaffer 

collateral and other cortical synapses 39-41, where CCT causes persistent increased expression 

of PKMz, which is itself necessary and sufficient for maintaining LTP 17,42. The CCT-induced 
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subcircuit changes were detected in field potential recordings, indicating they are not the sparse 

changes that mediate content-specific memory formation that the synaptic plasticity and 

memory hypothesis predicts 43. Indeed, the functional changes we identified are more consistent 

with the related concepts of learning to learn, learning set and memory schema, and suggest a 

mechanism for the increased sub-second coupling of place cell and inhibitory cell discharge that 

was reported in dentate gyrus during moments of memory discrimination 21. Together these 

findings suggest a role of dentate gyrus in judiciously and flexibly representing environmental 

features to which internally-generated spatial representations are transiently registered, distinct 

from a role in pattern separation 44-46. Furthermore, the present findings motivate investigating 

whether learning to learn causes similar excitation-inhibition changes at other hippocampal and 

cortical sites. As such, our findings challenge interpretations of studies that are designed to 

investigate the neurobiological changes that underlie content-specific memory, because as we 

demonstrate, neurobiological changes that mediate generalized process memory impacting 

information processing can overlap with physiological changes that mediate the content-specific 

memory information storage itself. 

 

The CCT-induced, persistent changes in entorhinal-hippocampus circuit function demonstrate 

that appropriately structured cognitive experiences can persistently change information 

processing within neural subcircuits. As such, the present findings strongly support the 

neuroplasticity hypothesis, although of course, CCT causes additional changes 14,17,47, with 

others yet to be discovered. Prior work showed that preemptive CCT in adolescence prevented 

cognitive impairment due to neonatal neurodevelopmental brain damage 48, and as also 

demonstrated here, mere place learning was not sufficient to cause several neurobiological 

changes that CCT causes. This highlights the importance of cognitive control training itself, and 

potentially how the practice of successfully ignoring salient distracting information can have 

widespread beneficial effects because of the additional cognitive challenge that CCT presents 
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over navigation itself (Fig. 1), which has been exploited for effective CBT and learning to learn 

5,10. These findings also demonstrate that common neurobiological mechanisms may underlie 

the traditionally separate fields of studying schema in cognitive psychology, CBT in 

psychotherapy, and learned information processing in neurobiology. 
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Figure 1: Cognitive control of spatial information processing in mouse hippocampus 

CA1. a) ΔF/F time series and time-average color-coded room frame and arena frame-specific 

activity heat maps of a 13-unit subset from an 81-neuron ensemble recorded during pretraining 

on a familiar rotating arena. Activity localized in the arena frame can be dispersed in the room-

frame (cell 1), and vice versa (cell 6), but typically, activity is dispersed in both frames. b) 

Ensemble spatial-frame-specific momentary positional information (Ipos) is computed at 133 ms 

resolution in the room and arena frames. The time series of the difference (ΔIpos) indicates 

alternating preferences to signal information about the position in the room (positive ΔIpos) and in 

the arena (negative ΔIpos). During this 3-min episode, that information fluctuates between the 

two spatial frames approximately equally. c) The corresponding ensemble-summed firing rate 

time series. d) Overall spatial frame ensemble preference (SFEP) of 5 mice is quantified by the 

relative proportion of time the ensemble activity is room- or arena-preferring. While there is no 

preference during pretraining, CCT causes a preference for signaling arena-frame locations to 

emerge during the initial trial. The overall arena-preference maintains for at least a week and is 

expressed during the memory retention test. e) The corresponding spatial distribution of the 

SFEP in the room-frame shows that during CCT, discharge near the shock zone is room-

preferring, whereas it is arena-preferring far from the shock zone, demonstrating goal-directed 

cognitive control in the spatial frame preference of hippocampal discharge. 
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Figure 2: Learning to Learn. a) Behavioral protocol and schematic of active place avoidance in 

the distinct INITIAL and SUBSEQUENT training environments. After pretraining (PRE, shock 

off, indicated by black), mice received three daily training trials with shock on (indicated by red) 

in the initial (Ti) and subsequent (Ts) environments. A week later, each mouse received a 

retraining (RET) trial to evaluate 1-week memory. The environments were counterbalanced, and 

each trial was 30 min. There were 3 groups of mice: CCT (cognitive control training n = 13), PL 

controls (place learning n = 11), and SE (spatial exploration, untrained controls n = 9). During 

Initial trials, the CCT and PL controls received shock in the shock zone; SE mice were not 

shocked. For PL mice, shallow water on the arena floor attenuates the salience of task-

irrelevant olfactory cues. In the subsequent training environment, all mice received the same 

R+A- place avoidance training in the same conditions. b) Example paths during select trials of 

the same representative mice; dots indicate the mouse’s location when it was shocked (red), 
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and when it would have been shocked if the shock was on (black). The group average 

performance measured during 30-min by entrances into the shock zone or equivalent area for 

the SE mice. Statistical analysis of subsequent training (see Supplemental Information for 

analysis of initial training): Group X Trials1-3 two-way RM ANOVA, Group: F2,30 = 0.02; p = 0.99; 

Trials: F2, 56.7 = 13.5, p = 10-5, η2 = 0.19, Tukey-HSD: Ts1 > Ts2 = Ts3; Interaction; F4,65.2 = 1.15, 

p = 0.34). The groups differed on the 1-week retention test (F2,29 = 3.77, p = 0.04, η2 = 0.21). *p 

< 0.05 comparing the corresponding group measures. c,d) CCT performance during the first trial 

in the initial environment (Ti1) compared to performance during the first trial in the subsequent 

environment (Ts1). *p < 0.05 compared to the SE group, and the SE group’s initial entrance 

times. c) The number of shock zone entrances during the first 10-min epoch. CCT Ti1 vs Ts1: 

paired t12 = 2.23, p = 0.02, d = 0.62. CCT Ti1 vs PL Ts1:  t22 = 1.56, p = 0.13; CCT Ti1 vs SE: t20 

= 1.02, p = 0.32) d) The times of the first 5 shock zone entrances during the R+A- tasks. Group 

X Entrance1-5 two-way ANOVA, Group: F2,62.9 = 6.26, p = 10-3, η2 = 0.06; Entrance Number: 

F4,52.7 = 34.2, p = 10-11, η2 = 0.40; Interaction: F8,66.4 = 1.88, p = 0.07; Tukey-HSD tests confirmed 

that compared to the time of the first entrance, the CCT group had significantly increased the 

time to enter the shock zone by their third entrance, whereas the other two groups had only 

done so by their fifth entrance. CCT Phase (Ti1, Ts1) X Entrance Number two-way RM ANOVA, 

Phase: F1,50 = 14.6, p = 10-4, η2 = 0.10; Entrance Number: F4,50 = 9.81, p = 10-3, η2 = 0.31; 

Interaction: F4,50 = 2.41, p = 0.06)  e) Learning to learn during initial CCT generalizes to L/R 

discrimination in a T-maze. T-maze alternation in 10-trial blocks was trained 7 to 14 days after 

either CCT (n = 14), PL (n = 6), or SE training (n = 10). f) Performance measured as the trials to 

reach the criterion of the second correct responses without receiving any shock. Group X Trial 

two-way RM ANOVA Group: F2,27 = 12.4, p = 10-3, η2 = 0.48; Trial: F1.902,51.36 = 1.86 p = 0.17; 

Interaction: F4,54 = 1.42, p = 0.24, Sidak’s multiple comparisons of session 3 performance: CCT 

< SE = PL). *p < 0.05 compared to all others. 
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Figure 3: Cognitive control training persistently changes entorhinal-dentate circuit 

function. a) Experimental design and example of a raw voltage trace evoked response 

recorded on the 32-ch linear silicon probe. Schematic depicts that mice receive one of three 

types of training in the same environment and before each training session, evoked responses 

to perforant path stimulation are recorded while the mouse runs on a wheel. The voltage 

sources are localized to synaptic compartments along the somato-dendritic axis using current 

source density analyses. Scale bar: 200 μA/mm3, 5 ms). b) Input-output curves showing that 

that CCT (n = 7) but not PL (n = 5) or SE (n = 5) training attenuates the supraDG population 

synaptic response to MPP stimulation in the middle molecular layer (Group X Training RM 

ANOVA, Group: F2,14 = 1.64, p = 0.23; Training: F1,14 = 0.82, p = 0.38; Interaction: F2,14 = 6.90, p 

= 0.008, η2 = 0.50; Sidak’s multiple comparisons: only CCT changes circuit function **p = 

0.007). (scale bar: 50 μA/mm3, 5 ms) c) CCT caused changes at the corresponding middle 

molecular layers of the supraDG (repeated from b left) but not the infraDG response to MPP 

stimulation (Area X Training RM ANOVA, area: F1,12 = 0.49, p = 0.50; training: F1,12 = 11.08, p = 

0.006, η2 = 0.48; interaction: F1,12 = 6.69, p = 0.02, η2 = 0.36; Sidak’s multiple comparisons: only 

SupraDG changes circuit function **p = 0.003; supraDG was significant paired t6 = 5.09, **p = 

0.002, d = 1.92) but not at infraDG sites (paired t6 = 0.46, p = 0.66). Scale bar: 50 μA/mm3, 5 

ms. d) No further changes are observed in the synaptic responses after either additional CCT in 

a novel environment (supraDG: paired t4 = 0.45, p = 0.67; infraDG paired t4 = 0.12, p = 0.90) or 

in the same environment with changed shock zone (supraDG paired t4 = 0.02, p = 0.98; infraDG 

paired t4 = 1.13, p = 0.32). 
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Figure 4: Cognitive control training persistently changes inhibitory entorhinal-dentate 

circuit function. a) Schematic of MPP→granule cell (GC) depression and potentiation of GC 

inhibition, two hypotheses to explain the reduced DG response to MPP stimulation that is 

caused by CCT. b) One-week post-training, input-output curves (above) and their summary as 

the area-under-the curve (below) quantify the fEPSP at supraDG in response to MPP 

stimulation under urethane anesthesia, with and without concurrent light activation of ChR2 

expressed in Gad2+ cells. Light-induced inhibition decreased responses, which mimics the 

effect of training in home cage (n = 5),  SE-trained (n = 6) and PL-trained (n = 4) control mice 

but the effect is occluded in CCT-trained mice (n = 7) (Group X Light stimulation RM ANOVA, 

Group: F3,18 = 0.40, p = 0.75; Light stimulation: F1,18 = 36.50, p < 0.0001, η2 = 0.67 ; Interaction: 
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F3,18 = 1.46, p = 0.26; Sidak’s multiple comparisons: Homecage: p = 0.01, SE: p = 0.003, PL: p 

= 0.03, only CCT occluded the light stimulation effect. p = 0.75). Scale bars: 100 μA/mm3, 10ms. 

c) Current-source density examples of single responses to paired-pulse inhibition in homecage 

and SE-trained control mice and CCT mice (Scale bars: 100 μA/mm3, 5 ms), illustrate that MPP-

stimulated inhibition is attenuated in the termination zone of supraDG after CCT. d) Summary of 

the training group PPI curves and indices (supraDG: F3,18 = 3.22, *p = 0.04, η2 = 0.15; infraDG: 

F3,18 = 0.95, p = 0.43). e) Experimental design and photomicrograph of ex vivo hippocampus 

slices prepared 1 week after training, showing the optic fiber and recording and stimulating 

electrodes. fEPSP responses to stimulation of MPP terminal fibers were recorded with 1-ms 

light pulses to activate ChR2 in Gad2+ cells. f) Exemplary responses from SE-trained mice 

(black), PL-trained mice (blue) and CCT-trained mice (red) with and without (baseline) light-

activation of ChR2 in Gad2+ cells 2-ms pre-stimulation (below). Scale bars: 10 mV, 5 ms. g left) 

Summary of the ratio of the fEPSP slope response measured with light stimulation normalized 

to the baseline response at supraDG (Group X Light-Stim ISI RM ANOVA, Group: F2,19 = 2.67, p 

= 0.09; Light-Stim ISI: F5,95 = 1.43, p = 0.22; Interaction: F10,95 = 0.95, p = 0.49). g right) Light 

activation 2 ms before MPP stimulation caused increased supraDG synaptic population 

responses in CCT-trained mice (n = 7) compared to SE-trained mice (n = 7) or PL-trained mice 

(n = 8) (ANOVA F2,19 = 4.48, p = 0.025, η2 = 0.48). h) Schematic of hypothesized mechanism of 

MPP circuit changes resulting in MPP response suppression, increased feedback inhibition, and 

increased disinhibition. Averages of mice are presented, 1-2 slices per mouse were studied. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
 
Experimental Design - Environments 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2S1 (related to Figure 2). Task variants. a) The apparatus and environment were 
essentially the same for the three task variants. More than 99% of the time in the apparatus, 
when there was no shock, the visual environment was identical across the tasks; only the place 
learning environment was different in that the arena surface was covered in shallow water. b) 
During the 500-ms shock the cognitive control training and place learning groups experienced 
an unpleasant foot shock (depicted as shaded sectors), whereas the spatial exploration group 
did not. 
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Supplemental Results - Pretraining and Initial Learning Behavior 

 

The CCT (n=13), PL (n=11), and SE (N=9) groups differ in the initial but not the subsequent 

pretraining trials with no shock, because mice walk less in the shallow water (Group x Trial two-

way RM ANOVA; group: F2,27 = 27.7, p = 10-7; η2 = 0.49; Trial: F1,50.5 = 2.44, p = 0.12; interaction: 

F2,50.5 = 5.88, p = 0.005, η2 = 0.19; PL during initial < all other group x trials measures). This 

resulted in group differences in the number of times the mice enter the location of the future 

shock zone (Group x Trial two-way RM ANOVA, Group: F2,31 = 10.51, p = 10-4, η2 = 0.22; Trial: 

F1,60.7 = 0.042, p = 0.8; Group X Trial: F2,60.7 = 2.93, p = 0.06; Tukey-HSD: CCT = SE > PL), as 

can be seen in Fig. 2b. Consequently, performance in the initial and subsequent training 

sessions is analyzed separately. 

      

During initial training the conditioned mice walk less and restrict themselves to the arena 

periphery compared to the SE mice; the conditioned mice did not differ in the distance they 

walked (Fig.2S2; Group x Trial two-way RM ANOVA, Group: F2,41.2 = 11.51, p = 10-4, η2 = 0.14; 

Trial: F2,28.5 = 1.16, p = 0.33, η2 = 0.002; Group X Trial: F4,32.4 = 5.83, p = 0.001, η2 = 0.03; SE > 

CCT = PL). Place avoidance learning measured as decreasing entrances into the shock zone 

was robust with significant effects of Group and the Group X Trial interaction (Fig.2b Group: 

F2,45.6 = 72.3, p = 10-11, η2 = 0.23; Trial: F2,34.7 = 4.63, p = 0.02, η2 = 0.006; Interaction: F4,39.3 = 

8.31, p = 10-5, η2 = 0.01; Tukey-HSD: SE > CCT = PL). The two conditioned groups showed 

similar learning (Fig 2S2, Group: F1,59.2 = 0.93, p = 0.34, η2 = 0.004; Trial: F2,33.5 = 39.5, p = 10-9, 

η2 = 0.20, Tukey-HSD Trial1 > Trial 2 > Trial 3; Interaction: F2,33.5 = 1.57, p = 0.2; η2 = 0.01). 

One-week memory retention was robust with an obvious effect of Group measured by entrances 

into the shock zone (see Fig. 2b; F2,31 = 101.3, p = 10-14, η2 = 0.73, Tukey-HSD: SE > CCT = 
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PL) as well as the time to first enter the shock zone in the two conditioned groups with PL better 

than CCT (Fig 2S2b, Group: F1,31 = 3.25, p = 0.05, η2 = 0.21). 

 

 

Fig. 2S2. (related to Figure 2). Coarse measures of locomotion and place avoidance 
memory across the training protocol. a) Total path walked measures activity. b) Time to 1st 
Entrance estimates between-session memory.   
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Fig. 2S3. (related to Figure 2). Active place avoidance in a novel environment is improved 
by prior CCT training. a) Times to enter the shock zone for the first five times during 
subsequent training in entirely novel physical conditions (Ts1) are prolonged after initial training 
(Ti1) in the CCT group (comparison of slopes: F1,111 = 11.94, p = 0.0008, η2 = 0.10). b) CCT mice 
also prolonged entering the shock zone during subsequent training more than the other groups 
(comparison of slopes: F2,159 = 4.56, p = 0.01, η2 = 0.05). Solid lines depict linear regressions, 
and dotted lines depict 95% confidence bounds. 
 
 

Figure 2S4 (related 
to Figure 2). 
Learning to learn. 
Within-session 
learning curve 
comparisons of the 
Initial and 
Subsequent CCT 
phases in different 
environments. 
Although there was 
no discriminative 
spatial information in 
common between the 
two environments, 
mice (n = 13) 

acquired the subsequent conditioned-place avoidance faster than the initial place avoidance, 
even though the sequence of experiencing the two environments was counterbalanced (Phase: 
F1,72 = 13.10, p = 0.005, η2 = 0.15; Time: F5,72 = 7.67, p < 10-4, η2 = 0.35; Phase X Time 
interaction: F5,72 = 1.53, p = 0.19, Sidak’s multiple comparisons 0-5min Initial CCT>Subsequent 
CCT **p=0.006). These data demonstrate learning to learn, as in the original description by 
Harlow (1949).   
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Fig. 2S5. Learned place avoidance during initial training predicts subsequent place 
avoidance in a novel environment (related to Figure 2). a) Schematic training protocol. b) 
One-week retention of the conditioned place avoidance significantly predicts place avoidance in 
a novel environment amongst the CCT (left) but not the PL (right) mice. c) correlation between 
initial training trials (Ti1-3) and during subsequent (Ts1) training increased from Ts1 to Ts3 in 
CCT group, but not within the PL group. 
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Supplemental Results - Technical and Experimental Validation 

 
 
Figure 3S1 (related to Figure 3). Muscimol inactivation demonstrates DG is crucial for 
expression of active place avoidance several days after CCT training. a) Experimental 
design (1) and the tracks of an exemplar muscimol-injected mouse during each behavioral 
session (2). b) Schematic from Franklin and Paxinos47 illustrating the injection and guide 
cannulae target, a histology section of the cannulation track, as well as a histological section 
after injecting fluorogold (FG) to estimate the infusion spread. c) A measure of memory 
expression illustrates that targeting muscimol at DG reversibly impairs established active place 
avoidance memory (n = 5/group, Group X Retention session RM ANOVA Group: F1,8 = 2.46, p = 
0.16; Retention session: F2,16 = 5.84, p = 0.01, η2 = 0.42; interaction: F2,16 = 4.01, p = 0.03, η2 = 
0.33). 

 
 
Figure 
3S2 
(related 
to 
Figure 
3). 

Targeting of the recording and stimulating electrodes. Schematic and Nissl-stained 
histological sections from an exemplar mouse illustrating the a) recording and b) stimulation 
electrode sites. Schematics from Franklin and Paxinos47.      
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Figure 3S3 (related to Figure 3). Confirmation that electrical stimulation targeted the 
MPP. a) Nissl section and anti-human antigen (HA) immunostaining of transgenic mice (TRE-
hM4Di-tetO+/- crossed with Ent-tTA+/-) that express the inhibitory DREADD under control of 
doxycycline withdrawal. The inhibitory DREADD immunoreactivity localizes to hippocampus-
projecting MECII neurons. Immunofluorescence shows expression in MECII cell bodies, in the 
perforant path axons and in their termination zones in the molecular layer of the dentate gyrus 
and CA3. Expression is faint in CA1 str. lacunosum moleculare. Expression is in ~20% of MECII 
stellate cells and 5% in MECIII cells with less in adjacent regions (Kanter et al. 2017). b) 
Experimental design to evaluate effective stimulation of the MPP. c) Average evoked responses 
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recorded with a 16-site linear silicon probe spanning the somato-dendritic axis of dorsal 
hippocampus. d) Input-output curves of fEPSP slope responses recorded from the DG 
molecular layer and population spike responses recorded from the DG hilus. These data 
quantify that responses to electrical stimulation targeted to the angular bundle is dose-
dependently and reversibly suppressed by CNO-mediated activation of hM4Di in the MPP (Area 
X Dose RM ANOVA, Area: F1,8 = 7.55, p = 0.02, η2 = 0.49; Dose: F4,32 = 168.6 p = 10-21, η2 = 
0.95; interaction: F4,32 = 5.78, p = 0.001, η2 = 0.42, Sidak-corrected within-area comparisons 
***p<0.001). 
 

 
 
 
Figure 3S4 (related to Figure 3). Membrane potential vs. Current source density (CSD) 
plots to illustrate signal localization. a) comparison of the raw field potential (mV) plots and 
corresponding CSD plots along corresponding channels of the linear silicon probe. Passive 
volume conduction strongly influences the signal recorded at adjacent electrodes in the field 
potential plots. Some examples are indicated by the red/blue boxes. 1: signal artifacts in CA1; 2: 
signal artifact at the hippocampal fissure; 3: volume conduction from MPP responses that 
occlude LPP responses; 4: volume conduction from the granule cell layer response occluding 
hilar responses. b) Representative sink and source signals and their locations from the CSD 
plots.  
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Figure 3S5 (related 
to Figure 3). 
Stability of 
stimulation and 
recording electrode 
properties across 
the duration of the 
experiment. a) 
Average power of 
spontaneous theta 
oscillations measured 
at the molecular-hilar 
region of supraDG 
and b) stimulation 
electrode impedance, 
both measured 
during wheel running 
before active place 
avoidance training 
(see schematic at 
top). Neither theta 
power (F2.4, 21.6 = 
0.65, p = 0.55) nor 
electrode impedance 
(F4,128= 0.294, p = 
0.9) changed across 
the experiment, 
making it unlikely that 
changed electrode 
properties account 
for the CCT-induced 
differences in evoked 
responses. c) 
Session-averaged 
current source 
density (CSD) of 
LPP-triggered DSL 
(type 1) and MPP-
triggered DSM (type2) 
spontaneous events 
also illustrate 
recording mechanical 
stability across the 
experiment.     
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Figure 3S6 (related to Figure 3). Time course of CCT-induced changes in MPP-DG 
synaptic responses. fEPSP slope was normalized to the baseline slope prior to exposure to 
the behavioral arena. The decrease of the fEPSP response is observed within 2 hours of the 
first CCT trial. * indicates a significant difference from before to after a CCT trial (n = 7, Paired t-
test: t6 = 3.40, p = 0.01, d = 1.28) 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 3S7. CCT causes place avoidance and reduced population synaptic responses to 
MPP stimulation that persist at least 60 days. a) Conditioned place avoidance (n = 3, F1.109,2.038 

= 31.07, p = 0.03,  η2 = 0.94, pretraining > 1-wk retention = 60-d retention and b) population 
synaptic responses (F1.015,2.030 = 19.30, p = 0.05 , η2 = 0.90, baseline > 1-wk = 60-d).  
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Figure 3S8 (related to 
Figure 3). Naturally 
occurring, spontaneous 
dentate spikes originating 
from MPP activation 
confirm the findings using 
evoked responses to MPP 
stimulation. a) A dentate 
spike (DS, stars) is the DG 
response to synchronous 
input from the medial and 
lateral perforant path, making 
it a physiological estimate of 
the MPP-DG connection that 
is independent of artificial 
stimulation. DS were 
identified in the DG hilus as 
sharp, positive waves of the 
local field potential with 
prominence (distance 
between peak and closest 
preceding or following trough) 
greater than 2 S.D. of all 
detected positive peaks, as 
well as width between 2.5 
and 12.5 ms measured at 
50% of the peak’s 
prominence. b) Two types of 
dentate spikes – DSL (type 1) 
and DSM (type 2) were 
identified using a CSD 
fingerprinting method, where 
all DS that exhibited a 
symmetric pair of current 
sinks in the distal molecular 
layers of DG were identified 
as DSL and DS that exhibited 
a symmetric pair of current 
sinks in the medial/proximal 
molecular layers of DG were 
identified as DSM. The 

average CSD profiles of DSL (left) and DSM (right) computed from all classified DS events with 
clearly distinct pairs of current sinks in the distal and medial/proximal molecular layers of DG 
respectively. c) Average CSD profiles of DS-associated current sinks in molecular layers of DG 
in supraDG (top row) and infraDG (bottom row) triggered by DSL (left column) and DSM (right 
column). Black and red colors represent before and after CCT training, respectively. d) 
Summary comparisons of maximum gradient of the DS sink (i.e. negative slope) measured 
before and after CCT. CCT only changed DSM (type 2) at the supraDG site but not at the 
infraDG site, confirming findings assessed by stimulus evoked responses (Paired t-test: t4 = 
3.04, *p = 0.04, d = 1.36). 
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Figure 3S9 (related to Figure 3). a) Experimental design, b) Learning curves comparing initial 
CCT training, and subsequent CCT training to either a conflicting location of shock (Conflict 
CCT), or to a novel location of shock in a novel room (subsequent CCT). (Number of Entrances: 
Group X Trial RM ANOVA Group: F2,34 = 2.95; p = 0.07; Trial: F3,99 = 22.56, p = 10-5, η2 = 0.41; 
Interaction; F6,99 = 5.98, p = 10-5, η2 = 0.27, Time to 1st Entrance: Group X Trial RM ANOVA 
Group: : F2,34 = 4.42, p = 0.02, η2 = 0.21 Trial: F3,99 = 13.57; p = 10-5, η2 = 0.29; Interaction; F6,99 
= 1.581, p = 0.16). 
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Supplemental Results – Persistent Experience-Dependent Changes in Inhibition 
 

 
 
Figure 4S1 (related to Figure 4). Gad2-expressing interneurons are more abundant in 
supraDG than infraDG. Left) eYFP expressing interneurons in Gad2Cre-eYFP mice (scale bar 
0.2 mm); Right) cell counts per section in mice after CCT (n=6) or SE (n=4) experience 
document enrichment of inhibitory interneurons in supraDG relative to infraDG (F1.215,10.93 = 
21.40, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.69, SupraDG > InfraDG = Hilus). Orange and green arrows indicate 
eYFP+ cells in the supraDG and infraDG, respectively.     
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Figure 4S2 (related to Figure 4). The in vivo experiment under urethane anesthesia to 
investigate the role of inhibition in the CCT-induced effects. a) Experimental design, b) 
schematic of the preparation, c) photo illustrating the recording electrodes and optical 
stimulation, and d) The schematic is superimposed on a histological section of a Gad2-Cre-
eYFP mouse’s dorsal hippocampus with eYFP (green) and immunofluorescence for DAPI 
(blue), to indicate the circuit that was targeted (scale bar 0.02mm). e) Atlas from Franklin and 
Paxinos47 and f) corresponding histological sections illustrating electrode and optical fiber 
placements. Sixteen-channel linear electrode array recordings of LFPs across the 
somatodendritic axis of dorsal hippocampus g) under urethane anesthesia and h) in the freely-
behaving mouse. Under urethane, LFPs reflecting rhythmic ongoing synaptic activity is much 
attenuated compared to in the behaving mouse. Voltage scale (red bar) = 1 mV.   
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Figure 4S3 (related to Fig 4). Population spike responses are blocked by activating ChR2 
in Gad2-expressing cells 5 ms before MPP stimulation in vivo under urethane anesthesia, 
regardless of prior training. Input-output relationships of the response to MPP stimulation with 
and without prior light activation of inhibitory-neuron ChR2 in the (upper) supraDG and (lower) 
infraDG. This demonstrates light-stimulated inhibition is effective in all groups. 
 

 
Figure 4S4 (related to Fig 4). fEPSP evoked responses at supraDG are reduced by 
activating Gad2-expressing cells at the same time as MPP stimulation in vivo, regardless 
of prior training. Upper) Input-output relationships of the response to MPP stimulation with and 
without concurrent light activation of inhibitory-neuron ChR2. Lower) The corresponding 
summaries represented as the area-under-the-curve (AUC) for statistical analysis of the group 
and light stimulation effects. Group X Stimulation ANOVA, Group: F3,13 = 0.80, p = 0.51; 
Stimulation: F1,13 = 16.05, p = 0.0015, η2 = 0.55; interaction: F2,10 = 0.4921, p = 0.70). 
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Figure 4S5 (related to 
Figure 4). Paired-pulse 
inhibition and 
facilitation measured at 
the granule cell layer of 
DG are not changed in 
CCT mice. Responses 
to MPP stimulation were 
recorded in urethane-
anesthetized mice at the 
supra and infra granule 
cell layers of the DG. 
Significant changes were 
not detected although 
there is a hint of 
enhanced facilitation in 
the CCT group. 
(supraDG granule cell 
Group: F3,18 = 0.47, p = 
0.70; InfraDG granule 
cell group: F3,18 = 0.19, p 
= 0.90). 

 
 

 
Figure 4S6 (related to Fig 4). Response recorded in infraDG to MPP stimulation with ChR2 
activation of inhibitory neurons at different time offsets. left: infraDG (2-way RM ANOVA Group: 
F2,17 = 0.50, p = 0.62, Light-Stim ISI F2.06,34.95 = 2.82, p = 0.73; interaction: F10,85 = 1.15, p = 0.34) 
right: Light 2ms before (F2,17 = 1.14, p = 0.34). 
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Figure 4S7 (related to Fig 4). Input-output relationship of the response to MPP 
stimulation in ex vivo hippocampal slices.  I-O curves (left) and their summary as the area-
under-the-curve (AUC, right) upon which statistical group comparisons were made. (Upper) 
SupraDG: IO-AUC F3,32 = 3.80, p = 0.02, η2 = 0.26, Sidak’s multiple comparisons: HC vs PL p = 
0.021. (Lower) InfraDG: IO-AUC F3,31 = 0.93, p = 0.44 
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5670737:,?\62BP,!\@4>_\>B0,(692B2BP,;94,2?>B0239:,07,01>,-B2029:,(692B2BP,5194>I,7B>,?9A,7D,

56>0692B2BP,;2017\0,4173<Z,0692B2BP,D76,016>>,?9A4,D7::7;>?,@A,9,JL;>><,6>0>B027B,0>40O,

%c5>62=>B09:,P67\54,

(16>>,P67\54,7D,=23>,;>6>,\4>?,07,2B8>402P90>,;1>01>6,E7PB2028>,E7B067:,(692B2BP,FEE(G,

45>32D239::A,39\4>4,:>96B2BP,07,:>96BO,-B,9??2027B,07,01>,EE(,P67\5Z,01>6>,;>6>,9:47,#:93>,

$>96B2BP,F#$G,9B?,!59029:,%c5:769027B,F!%G,37B067:,P67\54O,(1>,EE(,P67\5,6>3>28>?,*g)L,

0692B2BP,?\62BP,01>,-B2029:,(692B2BP,5194>O,(1>,*g)L,B709027B,2B?2390>4,9872?9B3>,7D,9,677=,5:93>,

;94,37B?2027B>?,9B?,96>B9,5:93>4,;>6>,B70,37B?2027B>?O,(1>,#$,P67\5,6>3>28>?,*g,0692B2BP,

?\62BP,-B2029:,(692B2BP,7B,01>,670902BP,96>B9,D2::>?,;201,hJ,3=,?>>5,Ji,'9E:,47:\027BZ,;1231,

6>=78>?,)6>B9LD69=>,7?76,3\>4,@\0,9::7;>?,01>,=23>,07,6>3>28>,D770,4173<O,(1>,*g,B709027B,

2B?2390>4,0190,9872?9B3>,7D,9,677=,5:93>,;94,37B?2027B>?,9B?,0190,96>B9,:739027B4,;>6>,B70,

49:2>B0O,(1>,!%,P67\5,B>8>6,>c5>62>B3>?,4173<,?\62BP,01>,-B2029:,(692B2BP,5194>,@\0,701>6,019B,

4173<Z,01>A,>c5>62>B3>?,01>,2?>B0239:,51A4239:,>B8267B=>B0,94,=23>,2B,01>,EE(,P67\5O,&23>,2B,

9::,016>>,P67\54,19?,*g)L,EE(,D76,01>,!\@4>_\>B0,0692B2BP,5194>O,

(L=9^>,,
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),(L=9^>,;94,\4>?,07,>89:\90>,;1>01>6,01>,:>96B2BP,07,:>96B,0190,24,39\4>?,@A,EE(,P>B>69:2^>4,

07,?2DD>6>B0,094<4,0190,6>_\26>,37PB2028>,37B067:O,(1>,(L=9^>,19?,069B4596>B0,;9::4,=9?>,7D,YOj,

3=,0123<,936A:23O,(1>,;2?01Z,01>,:>BP01,9B?,01>,1>2P10,7D,01>,=9^>,;9::4,;>6>,9::,MY,3=O,(1>,D:776,

;94,=9?>,7D,5969::>:,67?4,0190,37\:?,@>,>:>3062D2>?Z,4369=@:>?,936744,K,57:>4O,)0,01>,@>P2BB2BP,

7D,01>,094<Z,01>,4\@f>30,;94,5:93>?,2B,01>,40960,96=,9B?,9::7;>?,07,>c5:76>,01>,=9^>,;2017\0,

4173<,D76,JY,=2B\0>4,@>D76>,@>2BP,6>0\6B>?,07,01>26,17=>,39P>4O,.2D0>>B,=2B\0>4,9D0>6;96?4Z,(L

=9^>,0692B2BP,@>P9BO,%931,7D,01>,016>>,4>4427B4,19?,JY,0629:4O,(1>,=7\4>a4,:739027B,;94,

0693<>?,?\62BP,=9^>,@>198276,F(693<>6,XONTZ,R27L!2PB9:,[67\5,E765OZ,)307BZ,&)GO,.76,>931,0629:Z,

01>,=7\4>,;94,5:93>?,2B,01>,40960,96=O,)D0>6,K,4>37B?4,KYY,=4Z,TY,`^Z,YON,=),D770,4173<,;94,

9\07=90239::A,0\6B>?,7B,@A,01>,0693<2BP,47D0;96>,2D,01>,=7\4>,;94,?>0>30>?,2B,01>,4173<,^7B>Z,

?>D2B>?,94,01>,40960,96=,9B?,01>,5\B241>?,96=4O,!173<,;94,9\07=90239::A,6>5>90>?,>8>6A,XOK,4,

\B02:,01>,=7\4>,>4395>?,07,01>,49D>,96=O,)D0>6,20,6>=92B>?,2B,01>,49D>,96=,D76,K,4>37B?4Z,01>,

>c5>62=>B0>6,6>=78>?,01>,=7\4>O,(1>,2B0>6L0629:,2B0>689:,;94,JY,4>37B?4O,)D0>6,JY,0629:4Z,01>,

=23>,;>6>,6>0\6B>?,07,01>,17=>,39P>,D76,9,JYL=2B\0>,6>40O,-B,01>,4>37B?,0629:Z,01>,49D>,9B?,

5\B241>?,96=4,;>6>,4;2031>?,9B?,=23>,19?,9P92B,JY,0629:4,07,>4395>,4173<O,)D0>6,9B701>6,JYL

=2B,6>40,2B,01>,17=>,39P>Z,01>,=7\4>,19?,9,0126?,4>4427B,7D,JY,0629:4,;201,01>,49D>,9B?,5\B241>?,

96=4,4;2031>?,9P92BO,!\33>44D\:,9872?9B3>,;94,4376>?,;1>B,01>,=7\4>,9872?>?,4173<,@A,
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>43952BP,07,01>,49D>,96=,;2012B,K,4O,C>,4376>?,01>,(L=9^>,@>198276,@A,37\B02BP,01>,B\=@>6,7D,

0629:4,07,6>931,9,4\33>44,3620>627BO,(1>,3620>627B,;94,4>0,07,@>,01>,4>37B?,0629:,;1>B,01>,=7\4>,

>4395>?,07,01>,49D>,96=,9B?,6>=92B>?,01>6>,07,4\33>44D\::A,9872?,01>,4173<O,)D0>6,=>>02BP,0124,

3620>627BZ,=23>,0>B?>?,B70,07,=9<>,9BA,D\601>6,>66764O,

E9BB\:9027B,4\6P>6A,9B?,2B069369B29:,=\432=7:,2BD\427B,

!\@f>304,;>6>,JY,9?\:0,EKQR$STU,=9:>,=23>,;>2P12BP,95567c2=90>:A,NY,PO,)B2=9:4,;>6>,

17\4>?,2B?282?\9::A,2B,5:94023,39P>4,;201,D6>>,933>44,07,;90>6,9B?,=7\4>,317;O,(1>,37:7BA,

677=,;94,=92B092B>?,\B?>6,9,JXIJX,1,:2P10S?96<,3A3:>,F:2P104,7B,90,QIYY,9O=OG,9B?,9::,@>1982769:,

0>404,;>6>,37B?\30>?,?\62BP,01>,:2P10,576027B,7D,0124,3A3:>O,)::,5673>?\6>4,;>6>,955678>?,@A,01>,

)B2=9:,E96>,9B?,"4>,E7==200>>,90,'>;,+76<,"B28>6420AO,!\@f>304,;>6>,9?950>?,07,19B?:2BP,D76,

016>>,07,D7\6,37B4>3\028>,?9A4,@>D76>,4\6P>6AO,-==>?290>:A,@>D76>,4\6P>6AZ,>931,=7\4>,;94,

9B>401>02^>?,;201,9B,2B0695>6207B>9:,F-#G,2Bf>3027B,7D,47?2\=,5>B07@96@209:,FKY,=PS<PGO,)B2=9:4,

;>6>,01>B,56>596>?,;201,@2:90>69:,4092B:>44,40>>:,NJLP9\P>,39BB\:9>,92=>?,90,01>,?7649:,

1255739=5\4,\42BP,40>6>709c23,3776?2B90>4,FJO]M,==,5740>6276Z,kJ,==,:90>69:Z,J,==,8>B069:,

6>:9028>,07,R6>P=9,!GO,E9BB\:9>,;>6>,4>3\6>?,07,01>,4<\::,;201,4092B:>44,40>>:,436>;4Z,l>0@7B?Z,

9B?,?>B09:,3>=>B0O,.7::7;2BP,4\6P>6AZ,4\@f>304,;>6>,06>90>?,;201,m>07567D>B,FK,=PS<PG,D76,N,
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?9A4,07,=2B2=2^>,?2437=D760,?\62BP,01>,6>378>6A,5>627?O,!092B:>44,40>>:,=73<,2Bf>3027B,B>>?:>4,

6>=92B>?,2B,01>,39BB\:9>,;1>B,=23>,;>6>,B70,@>2BP,2Bf>30>?,07,56>8>B0,733:\427BO,%931,=7\4>,

;94,P28>B,9,6>378>6A,5>627?,7D,90,:>940,K,?9A4,@>D76>,@>1982769:,0>402BPO,

)D0>6,01>,6>378>6A,5>627?Z,01>,=23>,;>B0,0167\P1,9B,93028>,5:93>,9872?9B3>,0692B2BP,5670737:,

;201,NYL=2B,0692B2BP,4>4427B4,9B?,JL?9A,2B0>6L0692B2BP,2B0>689:4O,),;>><,9D0>6,01>,:940,0692B2BP,

4>4427BZ,01>6>,;94,9,KL=2B\0>,6>0>B027B,4>4427B,;201,4173<,7DDO,),?9A,9D0>6,01>,6>0>B027B,0>40Z,01>,

=7\4>,6>3>28>?,9,NYL=2B\0>,6>0692B2BP,4>4427B,2B,394>,01>6>,;94,>c02B3027B,:>96B2BP,?\62BP,01>,

6>0>B027B,5>627?O,.28>,?9A4,9D0>6,6>0692B2BPZ,>201>6,=\432=7:,76,8>123:>,F#R!Z,5`,QOMG,;94,

2BD\4>?,2B07,01>,1255739=5\4O,(1260A,=2B\0>4,9D0>6,01>,2BD\427BZ,=23>,;>6>,069B45760>?,07,01>,

@>1982769:,0>402BP,677=,9B?,P28>B,9,K,=2B,6>0>B027B,0>40,;201,4173<,7DDO,)D0>6,01>,6>0>B027B,0>40Z,

=23>,;>6>,6>0\6B>?,07,01>26,17=>,39P>4,D76,XM,17\64,9D0>6,;1231,01>A,6>3>28>?,9,4>37B?,

6>0>B027B,0>40O,)::,4\@f>304,;>6>,19@20\90>?,07,01>,2Bf>3027B,5673>?\6>,D76,01>,016>>,?9A4,

56>3>?2BP,2BD\427BO,%931,=7\4>,;94,;6955>?,2B,9B,9@476@>B0,59?Z,9B?,P>B0:A,6>40692B>?,@A,

19B?,;12:>,01>,2BD\427B,5\=5,;94,9302890>?O,H6\P4,;>6>,56>596>?,D6>41,7B,01>,?9A,7D,2BD\427BO,

&\432=7:,;94,?2447:8>?,2B,40>62:>,49:2B>,F5`,hQOYZ,(><B789Z,`7::240>6Z,E)G,07,36>90>,9,D2B9:,

37B3>B069027B,7D,JY,=&O,)::,4\@f>304,6>3>28>?,9B,2BD\427B,87:\=>,7D,YOKn:,F2Bf>3027B,45>>?I,

YOJn:S=2BG,92=>?,90,01>,?>B090>,PA6\4,7D,01>,?7649:,1255739=5\4O,(1>,2Bf>3027B,39BB\:9>Z,;1231,
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;>6>,3\0,07,>c0>B?,YOKoYOQ,==,@>A7B?,01>,P\2?>,39BB\:9>Z,6>=92B>?,2B,5:93>,D76,9B,9??2027B9:,

K,=2B\0>4,9D0>6,01>,2BD\427BO,(1>,4\@f>304,;>6>,6>0\6B>?,07,01>26,17=>,39P>4,2==>?290>:A,9D0>6,

01>,2BD\427B4O,

%:>3067?>,2=5:9B0,4\6P>6A,9B?,>:>3067?>,:739027B,37BD26=9027B,,

!\@f>304,;>6>,XY,9?\:0,EKQR$STU,=9:>,=23>,;>2P12BP,95567c2=90>:A,NY,PO,&23>,;>6>,

9B>401>02^>?,;201,JOQKi,247D:\69B>,9B?,5:93>?,2B,9,m75D,40>6>709c23,D69=>,07,2=5:9B0,016>>,@7B>,

436>;4Z,9,6>376?2BP,>:>3067?>,9B?,9,402=\:9027B,>:>3067?>O,),JTL,76,NXL420>,:2B>96,42:237B,567@>,

9669A4,;201,NYLn=,?29=>0>6,6>376?2BP,420>4,9B?,KYLn=,2B0>6L420>,45932BP,F'>\67B>c\4Z,)BB,

)6@76Z,&-V,5SBI,)JpJTLN==LKYLQYN,76,)JcNXLT==LKYLQYNG,;94,5:93>?,2B,01>,?7649:,

1255739=5\4,FX,==,5740>6276Z,JOY,==,:90>69:V,qJOj,h,XON,==,8>B069:,D67=,R6>P=9G,07,459B,9::,

:9A>64,7D,H[O,),D7\6L;26>,402=\:902BP,>:>3067?>,@\B?:>,;94,=9?>,@A,0;2402BP,07P>01>6,D7\6,QKLn=,

?29=>0>6,B23167=>,;26>4,FE9:2D76B29,.2B>,C26>Z,[678>6,R>931Z,E)GO,(1>,@\B?:>,;94,3\0,90,9B,

9BP:>,47,94,07,459B,YOK,==O,H\62BP,4\6P>6AZ,01>,402=\:902BP,@\B?:>,;94,5:93>?,2B,01>,2542:90>69:,

5>6D769B0,5901,FYOK,==,9B0>6276Z,kMOJ,==,:90>69:Z,JOYLJOT,==,8>B069:,D67=,:9=@?9GO,

(1>,402=\:9027B,>:>3067?>4,;>6>,>931,900931>?,07,9,52B,2B,9,&2::L&9c,37BB>3076O,(1>,0;7L;26>,

37=@2B9027B,0190,>87<>?,01>,:96P>40,6>457B4>,90,01>,6>376?2BP,>:>3067?>,;94,4>:>30>?,D76,01>,
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402=\:9027B,>c5>62=>B04O,H\62BP,4\6P>6AZ,01>,:739027B,7D,@701,>:>3067?>4,;>6>,=7B2076>?,9B?,

8>62D2>?,@A,:9A>6L45>32D23,457B09B>7\4,9302820A,94,;>::,94,:9A>6L45>32D23,>87<>?,570>B029:,

;98>D76=4O,(A5239::AZ,01>,:96P>40,01>09,9=5:20\?>,;94,7@4>68>?,2B,01>,H[O,H>B090>,452<>4,;>6>,

\4>?,94,9B,2B?239076,7D,01>,H[,:739027BO,(1>,025,7D,01>,6>376?2BP,>:>3067?>,;94,5:93>?,90,01>,

8>B069:,:2=20,7D,01>,H[O,)D0>6,37BD26=2BP,01>,5:93>=>B0,7D,01>,6>376?2BP,>:>3067?>Z,01>,402=\:9027B,

>:>3067?>,;94,:7;>6>?,?7;B,;12:>,XYYLNYY,n),37B409B0,3\66>B0,0>40,5\:4>4,;>6>,?>:28>6>?,90,JK,

4,2B0>689:4O,%87<>?,570>B029:4,198>,?2DD>6>B0,3196930>624023,;98>D76=4,90,?2DD>6>B0,402=\:9027B,

:739027B4Z,;1231,4>68>?,94,9,D\601>6,P\2?>,9B?,8>62D239027B,7D,>:>3067?>,5:93>=>B0O,%87<>?,

6>457B4>,;98>D76=4,;>6>,396>D\::A,31>3<>?,;201,?2DD>6>B0,37=@2B9027B4,7D,402=\:9027B,>:>3067?>,

319BB>:4O,)D0>6,37BD26=2BP,0190,01>,6>376?2BP,>:>3067?>,9669A,>c0>B?>?,0167\P1,E)J,9B?,H[,9B?,

0190,01>,402=\:9027B,>:>3067?>,;94,2B,01>,=>?29:,5>6D769B0,5901Z,01>,;26>4,9B?,37BB>30764,;>6>,

D2c>?,2B,5:93>,;201,?>B09:,3>=>B0O,(1>,/=B>0234,37BB>3076,7D,01>,6>376?2BP,>:>3067?>,9B?,01>,

&2::L&9c,37BB>3076,7D,01>,402=\:902BP,@\B?:>,;>6>,9B3176>?,07,01>,4<\::,9:7BP,;201,@7B>,436>;4,

\42BP,7B>,7D,0;7,?>B09:,3>=>B04,F[625,E>=>B0Z,H>B045:AZ,&2:D76?,H%,9B?,(%%(4,H>B0\6>,

&90>629:Z,E7769:20>,H>B09:,&DPZ,H29=7B?,!562BP4Z,E)GO,

),37B409B0,3\66>B0,402=\:\4,247:9027B,\B20,FC#-Z,!9694709Z,.$V,=7?>:I,)NTK*EG,;94,\4>?,07,

?>:28>6,2B?282?\9:,\B257:96,JYY,n4,402=\:\4,5\:4>4,936744,01>,>:>3067?>,5926O,),3\407=2^>?,
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9=5:2D2>6,9B?,?2P202^9027B,@796?,;201,NX,\B257:96,2B5\04,",F*`HXJNXZ,-B09B,(>31B7:7P2>4Z,$74,

)BP>:>4Z,E)G,;94,37BB>30>?,?26>30:A,07,01>,6>376?2BP,>:>3067?>,944>=@:A,D76,42PB9:,

9=5:2D239027B,9B?,?2P202^9027BO,),:2P10;>2P10,39@:>,F-B09B,(>31B7:7P2>4Z,$74,)BP>:>4Z,E)G,;94,

37\B0>6L@9:9B3>?Z,9B?,\4>?,07,57;>6,01>,9=5:2D2>6,@796?,9B?,9B,2BD696>?,$%H,0190,;94,\4>?,07,

0693<,01>,=7\4>a4,5742027BO,(124,39@:>,9:47,069B4=200>?,?2P209:,?909,07,01>,37=5\0>6,\42BP,9,

3\407=,6>376?2BP,4A40>=,0190,;94,37BB>30>?,07,01>,"!R,5760,7D,9,#EO,(1>,39@:>,;94,

37BB>30>?,0167\P1,9,:2P10;>2P10,4;28>:,07,>B9@:>,D6>>,=78>=>B0,7D,01>,9B2=9:O,!2PB9:4,D67=,

>931,>:>3067?>,;>6>,:7;L5944,D2:0>6>?,FKYY,`^G,9B?,?2P202^>?,90,X,<`^,D76,:739:,D2>:?,570>B029:4,

F$.#4G,9B?,:7;L5944,D2:0>6>?,FMYYY,`^G,9B?,?2P202^>?,90,jOJX,<`^,D76,>87<>?,6>457B4>4O,(1>,

$.#,?909,;>6>,D2640,5673>44>?,@A,9,3\407=,9602D930,6>f>3027B,9:P76201=Z,;1231,=96<>?,37B02B\7\4,

4>P=>B04,7D,9602D930LD6>>,42PB9:4O,!\31,4>P=>B04,0190,;>6>,M,4,76,:7BP>6,;>6>,\4>?,D76,D\601>6,

9B9:A424O,!2PB9:,9602D9304,;>6>,?>D2B>?,94,42PB9:4,367442BP,9,56>?>D2B>?,016>417:?,4>:>30>?,@A,

824\9:,2B45>3027B,9B?,\4>?,D76,9B9:A424,7D,01>,>B026>,?9094>0O,%931,9602D930,4>P=>B0,;94,

>c0>B?>?,@A,YOXK,4,7B,@701,42?>4,9B?,9::,9602D930LD6>>,4>P=>B04,4=9::>6,019B,9,JL4,;2B?7;,;>6>,

9:47,?24396?>?O,%931,319BB>:,2B,01>,?9094>0,;94,5673>44>?,2B?>5>B?>B0:A,9B?,01>,9:P76201=,

5>6D76=9B3>,;94,8>62D2>?,@A,824\9:,2B45>3027BO,(16>>,9B2=9:4,;>6>,>c3:\?>?,@>39\4>,01>,

>:>306751A427:7P239:,42PB9:,_\9:20A,;94,B70,4\DD232>B0:A,=92B092B>?,936744,01>,0692B2BP,5670737:O,
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`2407:7PA,

"57B,37B3:\427B,7D,01>,>c5>62=>B04Z,9::,=23>,;>6>,069B4396?29::A,5>6D\4>?,;201,Jr,51745190>,

@\DD>6>?,49:2B>,F#R!G,D7::7;>?,@A,Mi,#.)O,(1>,@692B4,;>6>,>c06930>?,9B?,4076>?,2B,D76=9:2B,

78>6B2P10O,(1>,@692B4,;>6>,4076>?,2B,NYi,4\3674>,2B,Jr,#R!,\B02:,01>A,;>6>,3\0,7B,9,36A74090,

FMY,n=G,9B?,019;,=7\B0>?,7B07,P>:902BL3790>?,4:2?>4O,(1>,4>3027B4,;>6>,?62>?,78>6B2P10,90,

677=,0>=5>690\6>,9B?,01>B,'244:,4092B>?O,(1>,4:2?>4,;>6>,439BB>?,90,JYr,;201,9B,/:A=5\4,

l!JXY,=23674375>,9B?,01>,2=9P>4,;>6>,4\@4>_\>B0:A,>c9=2B>?,D76,>:>3067?>,0693<4,07,8>62DA,

01>,402=\:9027B,9B?,6>376?2BP,:739027B4O,

R>198276,(692B2BP,9B?,%87<>?,570>B029:,6>376?2BP,

)D0>6,01>,>:>3067?>,2=5:9B0,4\6P>62>4Z,9B2=9:,4\@f>304,19?,QLJY,?9A4,07,6>378>6O,(1>,9B2=9:4,

;>6>,19B?:>?,07,P>0,37=D7609@:>,;201,01>,>c5>62=>B0>64Z,39@:>,37BB>3027B4Z,9B?,069B457609027B,

07,9B?,D67=,01>,0>402BP,677=4,D76,NLK,?9A4O,H\62BP,0124,933:2=902^9027B,5>627?Z,01>,=23>,6>3>28>?,

7B>,JYL=2B,>:>3067?>,436>>B2BP,4>4427B,07,>c9=2B>,01>,6>376?2BP,_\9:20AO,-D,01>6>,;>6>,

42PB2D239B0,6>?\3027B4,7D,01>09,9=5:20\?>Z,>:>3067?>,:739027B,319BP>4,P6>90>6,019B,K,319BB>:4,

FXKY,n=GZ,76,;>9<,76,B7,>87<>?,570>B029:,6>457B4>4Z,01>,=23>,;>6>,>c3:\?>?,D67=,01>,

>c5>62=>B0,FB,W,NGO,/B,01>,0692B2BP,?9AZ,=23>,2B,01>26,17=>,39P>4,;>6>,=78>?,07,01>,@>198276,
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0>402BP,677=,07,19@20\90>,07,01>,677=,D76,NY,=2BO,H\62BP,01>,19@20\9027B,5>627?Z,$.#4,;>6>,

6>376?>?,9B?,\4>?,94,9,6>376?2BP,D76,>931,4\@4>_\>B0,6>376?2BP,4>4427BO,.76,>87<>?,570>B029:,

6>376?2BP,4>4427B4Z,01>,=7\4>,2B,204,17=>,39P>Z,;94,37BD2B>?,7B,9,5:94023,1762^7B09:,6\BB2BP,

;1>>:,@A,9,3:>96,5:94023,3A:2B?6239:,;9::O,(1>,402=\:9027B,>:>3067?>,;94,37BB>30>?,07,?>:28>6,0>40,

5\:4>4,0190,8962>?,2B,2B0>B420A,D67=,Y,07,XKY,n)O,(1>,0>40,5\:4>4,;>6>,P28>B,07,=>94\6>,01>,

>87<>?,570>B029:,6>457B4>4,2B,01>,?7649:,1255739=5\4O,%931,5\:4>,2B0>B420A,;94,6>5>90>?,K,

02=>4,90,JKL4,2B0>689:4,47,94,07,37::>30,01>,?909,D76,37B406\302BP,9B,2B5\0,F-Z,402=\:\4,2B0>B420AG,o,

7\05\0,F/Z,>87<>?,6>457B4>G,-L/,3\68>,0190,>89:\90>4,01>,D\B3027B9:,&##LH[,37BB>3027BO,(1>,

=23>,;>6>,6\BB2BP,37B02B\7\4:A,7B,01>,;1>>:,?\62BP,01>,-L/,?909,37::>3027B,9B?,01>,=78>=>B0,

;94,=7B2076>?,\42BP,82?>7,0693<2BPZ,;1231,>B4\6>?,0190,01>,=23>,;>6>,2B,9,@>1982769:,9B?,

>:>306751A427:7P239:,40>9?A,4090>,3196930>62^>?,@A,6\BB2BPL94473290>?,01>09,7432::9027B4,2B,01>,

1255739=59:,$.#O,,

R>1982769:,0692B2BP,4>4427B4,;>6>,NY,=2B,:7BP,;2017\0,4173<,F#6>0692B2BP,76,!%,P67\5G,76,;201,

YOXLYON,=),:739027BL45>32D23,D770,4173<,37B?2027B2BP,F0692B2BP,4>4427B4,D76,01>,EE(,9B?,#$,

P67\54GO,*2P10,9D0>6,01>,0692B2BP,4>4427BZ,01>,=23>,;>6>,6>0\6B>?,07,01>26,17=>,39P>4,2B,01>,

>c5>62=>B09:,677=,9B?,9::7;>?,07,6>40,D76,X,17\64O,)D0>6;96?4Z,7B>,=76>,5740L0692B2BP,-L/,

6>376?2BP,4>4427B,;94,37B?\30>?,\B?>6,2?>B0239:,37B?2027B4,94,01>,56>0692B2BP,4>4427BO,(1>,
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>c5>62=>B09:,5673>?\6>4,;>6>,2?>B0239:,D76,9::,016>>,P67\54Z,>c3>50,D76,01>,9@4>B3>S56>4>B3>,7D,

4173<,37B?2027B2BP,?\62BP,0692B2BP,F!%,84O,EE(,9B?,#$G,9B?,01>,96>B9,D:776,F419::7;,Ji,'9E:,

47:\027B,7B,01>,96>B9,D76,01>,#$,P67\5Z,0190,;94,JLX,3=,?>>5,4\DD232>B0,07,f\40,378>6,01>,D:776,

67?4GO,-=57609B0:AZ,9::,51A427:7P239:,=>94\6>=>B04,;>6>,37B?\30>?,?\62BP,6\BB2BP,7B,01>,;1>>:Z,

2B,2?>B0239:,51A4239:,9B?,@>1982769:,37B?2027B4,D76,9::,=23>O,

E\66>B0,!7\63>,H>B420A,FE!HG,9B9:A424,07,:739:2^>,D%#!#,319BP>4,2B,:2B>96,=\:02L319BB>:,9669A,

6>376?2BP4,

E!H,9B9:A424,;94,5>6D76=>?,07,900>B\90>,>DD>304,7D,87:\=>,37B?\3027B,7B,>931,7D,01>,:9A>6L

45>32D23,6>457B4>4O,(1>,E!H,24,37=5\0>?,94,01>,4>37B?,459029:,?>6289028>,7D,01>,87:09P>,9:7BP,

01>,6>376?2BP,?>501I,

𝐶𝑆𝐷(𝑧) = 	−
𝑉(𝑧 − 𝛥𝑧) + 𝑉(𝑧 + 𝛥𝑧) − 2 ∗ 𝑉(𝑧)

𝛥𝑧!
,

;1>6>,𝐶𝑆𝐷(𝑧),24,01>,E!H,90,?>501,𝑧Z,𝑉(𝑧),24,01>,l7:09P>,90,?>501,𝑧,9B?,𝛥𝑧,W,KY,n=,24,01>,

?2409B3>,@>0;>>B,9?f93>B0,6>376?2BP,420>4O,(1>,E!H,24,39:3\:90>?,2B,\B204,7D,=lS==",9B?,39B,

@>,=\:025:2>?,@A,9,37B?\302820A,37B409B0,s,W,YON,!S=,6>4\:02BP,2B,\B204,t)S==#$O,RA,37B8>B027BZ,

E!H,24,37=5\0>?,94,01>,B>P9028>,7D,01>,4>37B?,459029:,?>6289028>,;201,B>P9028>,E!H,2B?23902BP,

9B,>c0693>::\:96,3\66>B0,42B<,9B?,5742028>,E!H,2B?23902BP,9B,>c0693>::\:96,3\66>B0,47\63>O,
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R>39\4>,20,24,247067523,$Z,;>,944\=>,0190,01>,37B?\302820A,24,17=7P>B>7\4,;2012B,01>,

1255739=5\4,94,20,;94,417;B,0190,89629027B4,2B,01>,37B?\302820A,19?,:200:>,>DD>30,7B,1255739=5\4,

E!H,>402=90>4,%O,(1>,E!H,24,B\=>6239::A,37=5\0>?,\42BP,01>,2E!H,077:@7c,;201,45:2B>,D2002BP,&,

;1>6>,01>,37B?\302820A,24,4>0,07,@>,>_\9:,9=7BP,0>404O,

(1>,E!H,;94,\4>?,07,:7390>,01>,>c0693>::\:96,3\66>B0,42B<4,9B?,47\63>4,9D0>6,5>6D769B0,5901,

402=\:9027B,9B?,2B,47,?72BP,:739:2^>,01>,>:>3067?>,07,45>32D23,9B907=239:,420>4,D76,>931,6>376?2BPZ,

2B?>5>B?>B0:A,7D,701>6,6>376?2BP4O,.67=,5>6D769B0,5901,402=\:9027BZ,01>,P69B\:>,3>::,:9A>6,;94,

2?>B02D2>?,@A,01>,:96P>40,47\63>,2B,01>,:7;>6,319BB>:4,0190,9:47,2B3:\?>?,9,42B<Z,;1231,;94,01>,

575\:9027B,452<>,9302820AO,(1>,12:96,6>457B4>4,;>6>,2?>B02D2>?,94,9,?>36>94>?,47\63>,@>0;>>B,

01>,4\5695A69=2?9:,9B?,2BD695A69=2?9:,P69B\:>,3>::,:9A>64O,.67=,01>,P69B\:>,3>::,:9A>6Z,01>,

=7:>3\:96,:9A>6,;94,2?>B02D2>?,94,01>,:96P>40,42B<,JLX,319BB>:4,FKYLJYY,n=G,9@78>,9B?,@>:7;,

01>,0;7,P69B\:>,3>::,:9A>64O,u\9B02D239027B,7D,>87<>?,570>B029:4,D67=,01>,6>4\:02BP,E!H,0693>4,

;94,5>6D76=>?,7B,01>,51A427:7P239::AS9B907=239::A,:739:2^>?,319BB>:4O,(1>,=7:>3\:96,:9A>6,

D%#!#,6>457B4>,;94,09<>B,94,01>,B>P9028>:A,4:75>?,6>457B4>,D67=,01>,319BB>:4,90,01>,4\569L,

9B?,2BD695A69=2?9:,=7:>3\:96,:9A>64O,(1>,575\:9027B,452<>,9=5:20\?>4,;>6>,=>94\6>?,90,01>,

4\569L,9B?,2BD695A69=2?9:,P69B\:>,3>::,:9A>64O,
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%87<>?,570>B029:,6>376?2BP,9B?,9B9:A424,

%931,2B5\0,5901;9Aa4,45>32D23,402=\:\4o6>457B4>,D>90\6>4,;>6>,=>94\6>?,D67=,2B5\0o7\05\0,F-L

/G,3\68>4O,C>,9B9:A^>?,01>,D2>:?,>c3209076A,57404AB95023,570>B029:,FD%#!#G,9B?,575\:9027B,452<>,

F#!G,6>457B4>4,D67=,01>,E!HO,D%#!#,9B?,#!,6>457B4>4,;>6>,9B9:A^>?,7DDL:2B>,\42BP,3\407=,

&)($)R,37?>O,(1>,40960,7D,D%#!#,6>457B4>4,;>6>,824\9::A,2?>B02D2>?,94,:2B>96,?>36>94>4,2B,01>,

D%#!#,6>457B4>4,JLX=4,9D0>6,01>,402=\:9027B,;94,?>:28>6>?O,(1>,=9c2=\=,?>39A,4:75>,;94,

37=5\0>?,936744,YOK,=4,;2B?7;4Z,9B?,01>,98>69P>,7D,01>,K,6>457B4>4,07,9,45>32D23,402=\:\4,

2B0>B420A,;94,\4>?,07,3196930>62^>,01>,D%#!#,4:75>,D76,01>,402=\:\4,2B0>B420AO,(1>,-L/,3\68>4,

;>6>,P>B>690>?,D67=,402=\:\4,2B0>B4202>4,69BP2BP,D67=,Y,07,XKY,n),2B,40>54,7D,KY,n)O,)0,>931,

402=\:\4,2B0>B420AZ,D28>,6>457B4>4,;>6>,6>376?>?,;201,JK,4,2B0>6L402=\:9027B,2B0>689:4O,,

-B,8287,#926>?L5\:4>,402=\:9027B,

#926>?L5\:4>,402=\:9027B,07,944>44,5926>?L5\:4>,2B12@2027B,;94,5>6D76=>?,90,QYi,7D,01>,2B0>B420A,

6>_\26>?,07,>:2320,01>,=9c2=9:,#!,6>457B4>O,!02=\:\4,59264,;>6>,?>:28>6>?,90,896A2BP,2B0>6L

402=\:\4,2B0>689:4,69BP2BP,D67=,JY,07,JYY,=4Z,2B,JY,=4,40>54O,C>,9::7;>?,JK,4,@>0;>>B,>931,

5926,7D,402=\:2O,.28>,6>457B4>4,;>6>,6>376?>?,90,>931,2B0>6L402=\:\4,2B0>689:O,,

H>B090>,452<>,9B9:A424,
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H>B090>,452<>4,FH!G,96>,2B0>6=200>B0:A,733\662BP,D2>:?,>8>B04,2B,01>,12:\4,39\4>?,@A,4AB3167B7\4,

930289027B,7D,01>,>B07612B9:,2B5\0,'(),07,H[O,H!,;>6>,2?>B02D2>?,2B,01>,12:\4,7D,H[,94,41965Z,

5742028>,;98>4,7D,$.#,;201,567=2B>B3>,F?2409B3>,@>0;>>B,5>9<,9B?,3:74>40,56>3>?2BP,76,

D7::7;2BP,067\P1G,9@78>,X,!OHO,7D,9::,?>0>30>?,5742028>,5>9<4Z,9B?,;2?01,@>0;>>B,XOK,9B?,JXOK,

=4,=>94\6>?,90,KYi,7D,01>,5>9<a4,567=2B>B3>O,(;7,0A5>4,7D,H!,o,H!*,F0A5>,JG,9B?,H!+#F0A5>,

XG,;>6>,2?>B02D2>?,\42BP,9,E!H,D2BP>6562B02BP,=>017?Z,;1>6>,9::,H!,0190,>c12@20>?,9,4A==>0623,

5926,7D,3\66>B0,42B<4,2B,01>,?2409:,=7:>3\:96,:9A>64,7D,H[,;>6>,2?>B02D2>?,94,H!*Z#9B?,H!,0190,

>c12@20>?,9,4A==>0623,5926,7D,3\66>B0,42B<4,2B,01>,=>?29:S567c2=9:,=7:>3\:96,:9A>64,7D,H[,;>6>,

2?>B02D2>?,94,H!+O,

H*%)HH,2B930289027B,7D,01>,=>?29:,5>6D769B0,5901,07,8>62DA,>:>3067?>,5:93>=>B0,

C>,\4>?,9,069B4P>B23,=7\4>,F%B0L0()V,&\09B0,&7\4>,*>47\63>,v,*>4>9631,E>B0>64Z,!073<I,

YNJQQ]L&"V,**-HI,&&**EwYNJQQ]L&"G,@6>?,07,9,1&MH2L0>0/,=7\4>,FU93<47B,$9@769076AGO,

(1>,6>4\:02BP,=7\4>,39B,@>,\4>?,07,4\556>44,B>\67B4,2B,01>,4\5>6D2329:,:9A>64,7D,=>?29:,

>B07612B9:,3760>c,F&%EG,0190,P28>,624>,07,01>,&##,,(-O,(124,069B4P>B23,=7\4>,>c56>44>?,01>,

2B12@2076A,H*%)HH,6>3>5076,`&MH2,2B,01>,&%E,:9A>64,X,9B?,NO,E'/,2Bf>3027B,9302890>?,01>,

1&MH2,6>3>50764,0190,1A5>657:962^>,01>,562B3259:,3>::4,2B,4\5>6D2329:,:9A>64,7D,&%E,9B?,2B,47,
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?72BPZ,2B9302890>?,01>,&##,5901;9AO,#6276,07,E'/,9?=2B24069027BZ,9,@94>:2B>,6>376?2BP,;94,

5>6D76=>?,9B?,3:>96,:9A>6,45>32D23,>87<>?,6>457B4>4,2B,H[,;>6>,>:2320>?,;201,0>40,402=\:2,2B,01>,

69BP>,D67=,Y,07,XKY,n)O,/B>,17\6,9D0>6,4A40>=23,2O5O,2Bf>3027B,7D,E'/Z,01>,>87<>?,6>457B4>4,

;>6>,6>376?>?,9P92BO,E'/,567?\3>?,9,?74>L?>5>B?>B0,;>9<>B2BP,7D,@701,01>,>87<>?,?>B?62023,

6>457B4>4,9B?,01>,>87<>?,47=9023,6>457B4>4Z,37BD26=2BP,096P>02BP,7D,01>,&##LH[,37BB>3027BO,

(1>,E'/,>DD>30,;94,6>8>642@:>,;1231,;94,37BD26=>?,@A,6>5>902BP,01>,0>40,402=\:2,XM,1,9D0>6,

E'/,9?=2B24069027BZ,90,;1231,02=>,01>,>87<>?,6>457B4>4,;>6>,7@4>68>?,07,6>0\6B,07,01>,

@94>:2B>,:>8>:4Z,@>D76>,E'/O,

-B,8287,93\0>,4\6P>6A,9B?,6>376?2BP,

!\@f>304,;>6>,J],9?\:0,=9:>,9B?,D>=9:>,[9?XE6>LE1*X>+.#,=23>,;>2P12BP,XKLNY,P,9B?,9P>?,

XLT,=7B014O,[9?XE6>LE1*X>+.#,=23>,;>6>,@6>?,@A,367442BP,9,[9?XL-*%!LE6>,<B73<L2B,

=7\4>,FU9c,4073<,B\=@>6,YXjjTQ,1005ISS;;;O2BD76=90234Of9cO76PS933>4427BS&[-IMMJjQJN,

[9?X./"01234567G,;201,9,=7\4>,0190,>c56>44>4,9,D:7c>?,319BB>:617?7542BLXS%+.#,D\427B,5670>2B,

FU9c,4073<,B\=@>6,YJXKT],RTVJX]!L[0F*/!)GXT!76./$"089:;8<=%>?!$%@ABCD=4?E3SUGZ,47,20,;2::,

>c56>44,01>,D\427B,5670>2B,2B,[9?Xg,3>::4,F2B12@2076A,B>\67B4G,>c56>442BP,E6>,6>37=@2B94>O,

&23>,;>6>,9B>401>02^>?,;201,JOXY,PS<P,\6>019B>,F2O5OG,2B,016>>,2Bf>3027B4,4593>?,JK,=2B,95960Z,
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9B?,5:93>?,2B,9,40>6>709c23,D69=>O,(1>,=23>,;>6>,4\6P239::A,2=5:9B0>?,;201,6>376?2BP,9B?,

402=\:902BP,>:>3067?>4O,(1>,6>376?2BP,9B?,402=\:9027B,4A40>=,;94,2?>B0239:,07,;190,;94,\4>?,D76,

01>,D6>>:AL@>1982BP,=7\4>,6>376?2BP4Z,@\0,01>6>,;94,9B,9??2027B,=9?>,07,9:47,>B9@:>,

7507P>B>023,402=\:9027BO,.76,7507P>B>023,402=\:9027BZ,9,MQN,B=,:94>6,F/%&,:94>6,4A40>=4,

&2?89:>Z,"(G,;94,900931>?,07,01>,2=5:9B0>?,75023,D2@>64O,#>9<,:94>6,57;>6,2B,01>,@692B,;94,JY,

=CO,)D0>6,31>3<2BP,75023,402=\:9027B,6>457B4>4,@A,319BP2BP,:94>6,57;>6,D67=,Y,07,JY=C,2B,

J=C,40>54Z,01>,:7;>40,:2P10,2B0>B420A,07,2B?\3>,]YLJYYi,7D,01>,=9c2=\=,6>457B4>4,;94,\4>?,

D76,75023,402=\:9027BO,

%c5>62=>B09:,?>42PB,D76,944>442BP,EE(L2B?\3>?,319BP>4,2B,&##LH[,3263\20,D\B3027B,

!>8>B,=23>,6>3>28>?,EE(,93376?2BP,07,01>,2?>B0239:,2B2029:,0692B2BP,5670737:,0190,;94,\4>?,D76,

@>1982769:,944>44=>B0,7D,:>96B2BP,07,:>96B,F.2PO,JGO,),NYL=2B\0>,56>0692B2BP,4>4427B,;94,

D7::7;>?,@A,N,?92:A,NYL=2B,0692B2BP,0629:4,;201,7B>,NYL=2B,6>0>B027B,4>4427B,9D0>6,J,;>><O,.7\6,

=23>,2B,01>,#$,P67\5,6>3>28>?,01>,49=>,0692B2BP,5670737:,@\0,;201,419::7;,;90>6,7B,01>,96>B9O,

!2c,=23>,2B,01>,!%,37B067:,P67\5,6>3>28>?,01>,49=>,>c574\6>,07,01>,>B8267B=>B0,@\0,;2017\0,

4173<O,&23>,2B,01>,17=>,39P>,P67\5,FB,W,KG,6>3>28>?,01>,49=>,069B4D>6,07,01>,@>198276,0>402BP,

677=,@\0,7B:A,409A>?,2B,01>26,17=>,39P>,?\62BP,9B701>6,=7\4>a4,0692B2BP,4>4427BO,(;7,17\64,
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9D0>6,01>,6>0>B027B,0>40Z,01>,=23>,;>6>,9B>401>02^>?,;201,XYi,\6>019B>,94,?>4362@>?,9@78>O,

*>376?2BP,4>4427B4,37B4240>?,7D,N,>c5>62=>B04O,JG,-B5\0L7\05\0,F-L/G,3\68>,;201,>:>30623,&##,

402=\:9027BZ,XG,-L/,3\68>,;201,:2P10,402=\:9027B,2B,H[,9B?,>:>30623,402=\:9027B,2B,&##Z,NG,9,5926>?,

5\:4>,2B12@2027B,>c5>62=>B0,;201,&##,>:>306239:,402=\:9027BO,.2640Z,>87<>?,6>457B4>4,2B,?7649:,

1255739=5\4,07,01>,&##,402=\:9027B,;>6>,=>94\6>?,@A,JYY,=4,5\:4>,402=\:9027B,2B,01>,69BP>,

YLNYY,t),2B,KY,t),40>54O,%931,402=\:\4,;94,6>5>90>?,M,02=>4O,'>c0Z,9,K,=4,:2P10,5\:4>,2B,01>,

H[,;94,P28>B,Y,=4,76,K,=4,@>D76>,01>,&##,402=\:9027BO,(1>,>87<>?,570>B029:,;94,=>94\6>?,94,

?>4362@>?,@>D76>O,.2B9::AZ,5926>?,5\:4>,2B12@2027B,;94,=>94\6>?O,),402=\:9027B,2B0>B420A,0190,

2B?\3>4,QYi,7D,01>,=9c2=\=,>87<>?,6>457B4>,;94,3174>B,D76,01>,##-,>c5>62=>B04O,(;7L&##,

5\:4>4,;>6>,P28>B,2B,4\33>4427B,90,896A2BP,2B0>689:4O,,

%c,8287,93\0>,1255739=5\4,4:23>,>87<>?,570>B029:,6>376?2BP,

(1>,4\@f>304,;>6>,XX,9?\:0,[9?E6>LE1*XL>+.#,9B2=9:4,9B?,Q,9?\:0,EKQSR$TU,=23>Z,9::,=23>,

;>6>,XKLNY,P,9B?,9P>?,NLT,=7B014O,(1>,@>1982769:,0692B2BP,5670737:,;94,2?>B0239:,07,01>,9;9<>,

@>1982BP,9B?,2B,8287,9B>401>02^>?,>c5>62=>B04O,/B>,;>><,9D0>6,01>,:940,0692B2BP,?9AZ,6>0>B027B,

7D,01>,37B?2027B>?,9872?9B3>,;94,0>40>?,9B?,01>,=23>,;>6>,6>0\6B>?,07,01>26,17=>L39P>,D76,J,

17\6O,(1>,=23>,;>6>,01>B,069B4D>66>?,2B07,9B,9B>401>429,2B?\3027B,319=@>6,9B?,<>50,01>6>,07,
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19@20\90>,07,01>,319=@>6,D76,JY,=2BO,(1>,=23>,;>6>,01>B,?>>5:A,9B>401>02^>?,;201,247D:\69B>,

FKi,2B,JYYi,7cAP>BG,D76,N,=2BZ,9B?,2==>?290>:A,>\019B2^>?,@A,6952?,?>395209027BO,(69B48>64>,

4:23>4,FMYY,n=G,D67=,01>,62P10,?7649:,1255739=5\4,;>6>,7@092B>?,D76,>c,8287,>:>306751A427:7PA,

>c5>62=>B04O,R692B,4:23>4,;>6>,3\0,;201,9,82@6907=>,Fl(JYYYZ,$>239Z,[>6=9BAG,2B,23>,37:?,

9602D2329:,3>6>@67452B9:,D:\2?,F)E!.GO,(1>,)E!.,;94,37=5624>?,7D,01>,D7::7;2BP,47:\027B4,2B,=&,

37B3>B069027B4I,JJ],'9E:Z,MOYZ,mE:Z,JOK,&P!/%Z,XOK,E9E:"Z,XTOX,'9`E/$Z,J,'9`"#/%,9B?,JJ,

[:\374>Z,490\690>?,;201,]Ki,/XZ,Ki,E/XG,9B?,01>B,;96=>?,2B,7cAP>B90>?,)E!.,07,NKbE,D76,J,

17\6O,(1>,4:23>4,;>6>,9::7;>?,07,>_\2:2@690>,D76,90,:>940,TY,=2B,2B,7cAP>B90>?,)E!.,90,677=,

0>=5>690\6>O,.76,>c5>62=>B04Z,01>,4:23>4,;>6>,2==>64>?,2B,9,6>376?2BP,319=@>6,F!32>B02D239,

-B3OZ,"mG,;201,7cAP>B90>?,)E!.,90,NKoNTbEO,.2>:?,>c3209076A,57404AB95023,570>B029:4,FD%#!#G,

D67=,01>,0>6=2B9027B,^7B>4,7D,01>,&##,2B,01>,4\569H[,9B?,2BD69H[,;>6>,6>376?>?,2B,6>457B4>,

07,402=\:9027B,7D,&##,D2@>64,;201,@257:96,>:>3067?>4,F.`E,v,E7Z,&%Z,"!)GO,(1>,402=\:\4,5\:4>,

?\69027B,;94,JYY,n4,;201,NY,4,@>0;>>B,402=\:2O,(1>,6>376?2BP,>:>3067?>4,;>6>,@76742:2390>,P:944,

525>00>4,095>6L5\::>?,07,9B,2=5>?9B3>,7D,KLQ,&/1=,F!\00>6,-B40O,E7OZ,'78907Z,E)Z,"!)G,9B?,

D2::>?,;201,01>,)E!.,47:\027BO,(7,>c9=2B>,01>,5>64240>B0,D\B3027B9:,319BP>4,94473290>?,;201,

EE(Z,;>,3196930>62^>?,4AB95023,069B4=24427B,@A,01>,-L/,3\68>,9B?,5926>?L5\:4>,2B12@2027B,F##-G,

5670737:4O,!AB95023,069B4=24427B,=>94\6>?,94,01>,402=\:\4L6>457B4>,6>:9027B4125,@>0;>>B,01>,
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2B5\0,402=\:9027B,87:09P>,9B?,4:75>,7D,01>,D%#!#,6>457B4>,;>6>,P>B>690>?,90,2B36>942BP,87:09P>,

402=\:9027BO,(1>,D%#!#4,90,01>,4\569L,9B?,2BD695A69=2?9:,:9A>64,7D,H[,;>6>,6>376?>?,

4>59690>:AO,),XYYLn=,?29=>0>6,75023,D2@>6,F(176:9@4,-B3O,'UZ,"!)G,;94,37BB>30>?,07,9B,75023,

39@:>,07,?>:28>6,01>,:2P10,402=\:9027B,07,01>,1255739=5\4,4:23>4O,(1>,75023,D2@>6,;94,5742027B>?,94,

3:74>,07,01>,6>376?2BP,>:>3067?>,94,56930239:Z,4\31,0190,01>,?2409B3>,@>0;>>B,9B?,6>376?2BP,

>:>3067?>,9B?,75023,D2@>6,;94,:>44,019B,XYY,n=O,(1>,49=>,MQN,B=,:94>6,0190,;94,\4>?,D76,01>,

9B>401>02^>?,2B,8287,6>376?2BP4Z,;94,\4>?,9B?,J,=4,7D,K,=C,:2P10,;94,\4>?,D76,402=\:9027BO,

%:>306751A427:7P239:,?909,D67=,1255739=59:,4:23>4,;>6>,93_\26>?,;201,#E:9=5,JJ,47D0;96>,

F&7:>3\:96,H>823>4Z,!\BBA89:>Z,E)Z,"!)G,9B?,?909,9B9:A424,;94,5>6D76=>?,;201,E:9=5D20,

F&7:>3\:96,H>823>4Z,!\BBA89:>Z,E)Z,"!)GO,,

>+.#L:9@>:2BP,7D,[)R)>6P23,2B12@2076A,B>\67B4,

(>B,[9?E6>L>+.#,=23>,;>6>,\4>?O,'2B>0A,=2B\0>4,9D0>6,01>,:940,@>1982769:,0692B2BP,4>4427BZ,

01>,=23>,;>6>,9B>401>02^>?,;201,9,47?2\=,5>B07@96@209:,9B?,47?2\=,51>BA072B,

47:\027B,F%"(`)!/$Z,l26@93,)`Z,-B3O,XY=PS=:G,9B?,069B4396?29::A,5>6D\4>?,;201,KY,=:,49:2B>Z,

D7::7;>?,@A,KY,=:,23>L37:?,Mi,5969D76=9:?>1A?>,F#.)G,2B,49:2B>O,(1>,@692B4,;>6>,6>=78>?,9B?,

5740LD2c>?,78>6B2P10,2B,Mi,#.),90,MbEO,(1>,@692B4,;>6>,01>B,36A75670>30>?,2B,NYi,4\3674>,D76,
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0;7,?9A4,90,MbE,9B?,4\@4>_\>B0:A,D67^>B,2B,7502=\=,3\002BP,0>=5>690\6>,F/E(G,37=57\B?,

F(244\>,(><Z,(7669B3>Z,E)G,\B02:,36A74090,4>3027B2BPO,!>629:,4>3027B4,FMY,t=G,;>6>,3\0,0167\P1,

01>,>B026>,?7649:,1255739=5\4,7B,9,36A74090,9B?,4076>?,2B,51745190>L@\DD>6>?,49:2B>,F#R!G,;201,

YOYXi,'9'$Z,;941>?,D7\6,02=>4,D76,JK,=2B,2B,#R!,9B?,K,=2B,2B,#RZ,01>B,=7\B0>?,7B07,P>:902B,

3790>?,P:944,4:2?>4,9B?,378>6,4:255>?,;201,9,=7\B09B0,F#67$7BPx,[:944,)B02D9?>,&7\B09B0Z,

(1>6=7D241>6G,D76,=2367437523,9B9:A424O,(;7,XYr,2=9P>4,5>6,42?>,7D,?>B090>,PA6\4,2B,01>,?7649:,

1255739=5\4,9B?,7B>,JYr,2=9P>,D73\42BP,7B,01>,?7649:,1255739=5\4,D76,>931,9B2=9:,;>6>,

3950\6>?,@A,9,$>239,(E!,!#K,37BD739:,=23674375>,F$>239Z,C>0^:96Z,[>6=9BAGO,u\9B02D239027B,

;94,5>6D76=>?,\42BP,-=9P>U,47D0;96>,F"!,'9027B9:,-B4020\0>4,7D,`>9:01G,;201,01>,75>69076,

@:2B?>?,07,01>,>c5>62=>B09:,37B?2027B4O,

!090240239:,E7=596247B4,

)::,?909,;>6>,5:700>?,in the main text figures, when appropriate using Tukey whisker plots, 

which =96<4,7\0:2>64,FdceG,!FO,/\0:2>64,;>6>,?>0>6=2B>?,@A,01>,*/"(,=>017?,!!,;201,01>,

=9c2=\=,D9:4>,?24378>6A,690>,u,W,JiO,The only data that were excluded came from a single 

PL animal (beh14) because of a technical error on the first subsequent training session (Ts1).”,

C2012B,4\@f>30,37=596247B4,;>6>,5>6D76=>?Z,;1>B,57442@:>Z,\42BP,5926>?,4090240234,4\31,94,

!0\?>B0a4,5926>?,0,0>40O,E7=596247B4,9=7BP40,=\:025:>,D930764,76,9=7BP40,=76>,019B,0;7,P67\54,
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;>6>,5>6D76=>?,\42BP,)'/l)Z,;201,6>5>90>?,=>94\6>4,F*&G,;1>B,01>,>DD>30,7D,9,02=>,4>62>4,76,

4>_\>B3>,7D,=>94\6>=>B0,D930764Z,4\31,94,9,:>96B2BP,3\68>,76,4>0,7D,402=\:\4,2B0>B4202>4,;94,

@>2BP,>89:\90>?O,(1>,[6>>B17\4>L[>244>6,3766>3027B,;94,\4>?,;1>B,01>,?909,@>2BP,37=596>?,

@A,*&,)'/l),827:90>?,01>,451>62320A,944\=5027B,94,944>44>?,@A,&9\31:Ay4,(>40,7D,!51>62320AO,

(\<>Aa4,`7B>40,42PB2D239B0,?2DD>6>B3>,F`!HG,0>404,;>6>,\4>?,07,>89:\90>,9::,5740L173,5926;24>,

37=596247B4,;1>B,9556756290>Z,9B?,!2?9<a4,=\:025:>,37=596247B4,;>6>,\4>?,;1>B,7B:A,9,

4\@4>0,7D,5926;24>,37=596247B4,;>6>,7D,2B0>6>40O,(1>,0>40,4090240234,9B?,?>P6>>4,7D,D6>>?7=,96>,

56>4>B0>?,9:7BP,;201,01>,5,89:\>4,9B?,>DD>30,42^>4,D76,9::,37=596247B4O,),89:\>,7D,5,z,YOYK,;94,

37B42?>6>?,42PB2D239B0O,!090240239:,>89:\9027B4,;>6>,5>6D76=>?,9B?,D2P\6>4,36>90>?,\42BP,U&#,

Pro 14.1.0 (SAS, Cary, NC) and Prism 8 (GraphPad, San Diego, CA).  
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